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1.1 Motivation 

Websearch is an essential part of every-day life in job and spare time, 
but there is still room for improvement.

Example: 
Highly ambiguous search-query 'ajax', will return results on:
- web based development
- dutch football team 'ajax amsterdam'
- cleaning product 'Ajax'

Different user's mean different things, even when using the same search query. The 
problem is to know what an individual user is intrerested in.

A potential Solution for this Problem is personalized web search.
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1.2 The Approach 

The basic personalization approach consists of two steps:
First construct a user profile from the user's long-term Browsing History, that 
describes the user's individual interests.

Then use this information to re-rank default Google search results, so that the 
results are ordered according to the user's interests.

This approach is evaluated in offline and online tests. The offline test was used to 
find the best parameter combination for the profile generation and re-ranking, and 
the online evaluation was used to compare several personalization strategies to 
each other.
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1.3 Related Work 

In the Evaluation, the authors compare their approach to the best previous 
approches which are 'PClick' and the method proposed by Teevan et al.

PClick [7] is straight-forward but effective, and works by promoting URL's that were 
previously clicked by the same user for the same query.

Teevan et al. [28] built a rich user-interest model from search-related information 
and by analyzing documents and emails from the user's hard drive.

The authors want to improve on previous work by:
- building an improved user interest profile and by
- performing a large online evaluation of different personalization strategies

One of the key differences to other work is that the user model is built by parsing the 
web page structure using term extraction and part-of-speech tagging to extract 
noun phrases. 

Other approaches would often treat web-sites as flat documents not considering the 
HTML structure.
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2.1 Building a User Profile 

First, Browsing-Data was captured for 3 Months from March to May 2010, from 50 
different users, resulting in ~500k page visits, 58% of which were unique.

For this a custom FireFox Plugin called 'AlterEgo' was created.

Every time a user left a non-ssl website, the following data was recorded in the BH:
- URL of page that was just left
- visit duration
- current time and date
- HTML-source of the page

On average about 800 search queries were issued, indicating that at least 7.5% of 
all non-secure web requests were search related.
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2.1 Building a User Profile – Data Extraction 

First, the BH gets processed into 6 different summaries :

Title Unigrams
Contains the text between the <title> Tags of all web sites in the Browsing History

Metadata-Description Unigrams
Contains the text between the <meta name=”description”> Tags of all sites

Full text Unigrams
Contains the <body> text of each web page w/o an HTML-Tags of all sites

Metadata Keywords Unigrams
Contains the text between the <meta name=”keywords”> Tags of all sites
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2.1 Building a User Profile – Data Extraction 

Extracted Terms
A special algorithm was used to extract a set of
terms from each webpage, that would summ-
arize the contents of that page. See example ->

The algorithm uses linguistic patterns to find term
candidates and assignes them a weight based 
on their frequency.

Noun Phrases
NP's are extracted by first splitting website's text into sentences and then running a 
language parser on them, which will tokenize the sentences into their linguistic 
consituents. 

Finally all terms from these 6 sets are combined into the 'User Profile Term List'.
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2.1 Building a User Profile – Term Weighting 

TF-Weighting (Term-Frequency)
For each given term t_i in the list of terms, F_ti holds 
the number of times that the term occurs in each of 
the 6 fields.

example:  t_i = 'soup' 

(1) F_soup = { # of times term 'soup' appeard inside <title>,
# of times term 'soup' appeard inside <meta Desc>
# of times term 'soup' appeard inside <body>,
…

  }

(2) w_TF('soup') = F_soup * alpha

alpha is a weight vector with 6 values, one for each input field.
Each field can be weighted with either 0,1, or 1/N_i where N_i = total number of 
terms in that field. This gives more weight to shorter fields like <meta> and <title>.
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2.1 Building a User Profile – Term Weighting 

TF-IDF (Term-Frequency – Inverse Document Frequency)
Words appearing in many documents are down-weighted by the inverse document 
frequency of the term:

To get an estimate of the frequency of term t_i across all pages on the internet,
the 'Google n-Gram Corpus' was used.

The Google n-Gram Corpus is a special dataset from Google Research Dept., 
that can tell you how often a given sequence (n-gram) of up to 5 words appears in the 

dataset. The dataset consists of more than 1 trillion words from public websites.

3-grams count 4-grams count

ceramics come from 69 serve as the info 42

ceramics consist of 92 serve as the instrument 614
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2.1 Building a User Profile – Term Weighting 

Personalized BM25 Weighting (BM=BestMatch)

pBM25 is a modification of the widely used probabilistic weighting algorithm BM25.
It gives each term t_i a weight according to their probability of relevance to the user.

r_ti = # docs in the Browsing History that contain term t_i
R = # docs in the user's Browsing History
N = # docs in the n-Gram Corpus (~220Mio)
n_ti  = # docs on the corpus that contain term t_i
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2.1 Building a User Profile – Data Extraction 

In the end the User is represented by 3 different tuple-lists:
- (term,weight) : shows the user's general, weighted interests
- (visited URL's, # of visits): shows user's preferred web-sites
- (past search queries, clicked result) shows user's action after a search
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2.2 Re-ranking Strategies 

Re-ranking Strategies are used to re-rank the search results (result snipipets) of a 
default Search-Engine (e.g. Google), so that the order of the results better reflects 
the user's interests.

Matching Score
For each word in the result snippet (title+summary)
that also appears in the user profile term list, 
add the weight of that term to the snippet score.

N_si    = total + of words in the snippet S_i
f_tz     = # occurances of Term t_z in the snippet
w(t_z) = weight of Term t_z

Unique Matching Score
Like MS, but each unique word is counted once only.
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2.2 Re-ranking Strategies 

Language Model
Generates a so called unigram language model from the user profile using term 
weights as frequency counts for the language model.
It estimates the probability of a snippet based on a user Profile.

N_si = total # of unique words in the snippet
w_total = sum of all weights  in the user profile

PClick (implemented for comparison)
Scores snippets by computing their click-probability for identical queries in the past

|Clicks(q,p,u)| = # of clicks on page p by user u after query q
|Clicks(q,o,u)| = total # of clicks on any page by user u after query q
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2.2 Re-ranking Strategies 

Additional weight adjustments

a) take original Google ranking into account, by multiplying snippet score with 
inverse log of snippets original rank r_si:

b) give additional weight to URL's that were visited before, by adding the number of 
previous visits n_i times a factor v to the score:

This boosts all URL's that have previously been visited in contrast to PClick which 
only boosts URL's clicked for the current search query.
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3.1 The Evaluation Approach 

Profile generation parameters
'TF' – Term weighting
'TF-IDF' - Term weighting
'pBM25' – Term weighting

Title – Unigram, alpha {0,1,normalized}
MetaDesc – Unigram, alpha {0,1,normalized}
Full Text – Unigram, alpha {0,1,normalized}
MetaKeyword Unigram, alpha {0,1,normalized}
ExtractedTerms - Unigram, alpha {0,1,normalized}
Noun Phrases – Unigram, alpha {0,1,normalized}

3*3^6  = 2187 different parameter combinations

Re-ranking parameters
'Matching' - snippet weighting
'Unique Matching' - snippet weighting
'Language Model' - snippet weighting

consider original Google rank (yes/no)
give extra weight to previous visited URL's (yes/no)

3*2*2 = 12 different Re-ranking combinations

2187 x 12 = 26244 different paramter combinations !

The authors chose to have an offline evaluation first, automatically computing 
NDCG-scores for each possible parameter combination. 

The best combinations are then evaluated online in a second step.

Obviously there are many different parameter combinations for Profile generation and 
re-ranking:
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3.2 Offline Evaluation – Relevance Judgements 

To compute NDCG-scores, relevance judgements are needed first.

For 12 queries, 6 participants judged the Top50 documents returned by Google.

Each result was judged with one of the following:
0 (not relevant), 1 (relevant) or 2 (very relevant)

Of these 3600 relevance judgements, 
9% were very 'relevant', 32% 'relevant' 
and 58% 'not relevant'.

Google manages to put many 'very-
relevant' documents in the Top5 ranks.
MaxNDCG even more so, but mainly
Succeeds at adding 'very relevant'
Documents at ranks 5-10.
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3.2 Offline Evaluation – NDCG Score 

NDCG = Normalized Discounted Cummulative Gain is a typical measure for 
effectiveness of search engines. It computes the usefulness (gain) of a document 
based on it's rank in the result list, and will give a high score when the most relevant 
documents are ranked highest in the result list. 

'i' is the position (rank) of the document in the result list.
'rel_i' is the relevance judgement of the result at rank i:
{0=not relevant,1=relevant,2=very relevant}

Example NDCG@5

For every profile-generation and re-ranking parameter combination, the mean 
personalized NDCG was computed.

Rank i log_2(1+i) rel_i 2^rel_i - 1 Score rel_i 2^rel_i - 1 Score

1 1 2 (very relevant) 4-1 = 3 3 0 0 0

2 1.585 2 (very relevant) 4-1 = 3 1.893 1 1 0.631

3 2 1 (relevant) 2-1 = 1 0.5 1 1 0.5

4 2.322 1 (relevant) 2-1 = 1 0.431 2 3 1.292

5 2.585 0 not relevant 1-1 = 0 0 2 3 1.161

Sum 5.824 Sum 3.584
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3.2 Offline Evaluation – Individual Parameter Results 

To get an impression of the effectiveness of each individual parameter, we count how often 
each possible parameter value obtained the highest NDCG score when compared to it's other 
possible values.

Profile Generation
- dont use Full Text as input source
- using title, keywords and extracted terms gives significant improvements
- as do description and noun phrases, but less so
- for all input sources, relative weighting performed best (except FullText)

Input sources ranked by usefulness:
Meta Keywords > extracted Terms > Title > Meta Description > ex. Noun Phrases
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3.2 Offline Evaluation – Individual Parameter Results 

Term Weighting
- TF-Weighting is much worse than both TF-IDF and pBM25
- pBM25 and TF-IDF perform about the same, with pBM25 a little better on avg

Re-Ranking
- Language Model is best by far
- Matching worse than Unique Matching
- Multiplying snippet weight by 10 for previously visited URL's always helps *
- considering original Google Rank always helps as well

* not surprising, since prev. visits are a strong indication of relevance
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3.2 Offline Evaluation – Selected Strategies 

After NDCG Scores were computed for all possible parameter combinations, 
4 different combinations were chosen for further evaluation:

1) MaxNDCG yielded the highest score on the offline dataset
2) MaxQuer improved the most queries
3) MaxNoRank yielded highest NDCG score w/o considering original Google Rank
4) MaxBestPar obatined by selecting best individual parameter values

Mistake ?
'Rel' was best..
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3.2 Offline Evaluation – Results 

The avg. NDCG of each strategy is compared to default Google and best previous 
methods.

MaxNDCG and MaxQuer are both significantly
better than default Google, Teevan and PClick.
MaxNDCG improves by 14.1% and MaxQuer
by 12.9% over default Google ranking.

Even MaxNoRank, which does not consider the original GoogleRanking, is 
significantly better than default Google and Teevan.

The right side of Table 6 shows for how many queries the NDCG score has 
improved (+), stayed the same (=), or got worse (-) as compared to the Google 
NDCG for each query.
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3.3 Online Evaluation – Approach 

For the final online evaluation, the top three personalization strategies from the 
offline evaluation were used: MaxNDCG,MaxQuer and MaxBestPar.

The Firefox add-on detected whenever a user made a Google search, and transmit 
the top50 Google results to a server. One of the 3 above methods was then chosen 
at random and a personalized re-ranking was computed.

Using interleaved evaluation, a new search result list was generated that 
alternates between the original Google results and the results from the personalized 
re-ranking.

This personalized result list is transmitted back to the user indistiguishable from a  
'normal' Google search result list.
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3.3 Online Evaluation - Interleaved Ranking 

Google
Ranking

Personalized
Ranking

Interleaved
Ranking

1. Google rank1. Google rank

2. Google rank2. Google rank

3. Google rank3. Google rank

4. Google rank4. Google rank

5. Google rank5. Google rank

6. Google rank6. Google rank

7. Google rank7. Google rank

8. Google rank8. Google rank

9. Google rank9. Google rank

10. Google rank10. Google rank

1. personalized

2. personalized

3. personalized3. personalized

4. personalized4. personalized

5. personalized5. personalized

6. personalized6. personalized

7. personalized7. personalized

8. personalized8. personalized

9. personalized9. personalized

10. personalized10. personalized

Interleaved Ranking combines two different Rankings
by alternating between them, always picking the highest rank
that was not yet added to the interleaved ranking.
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3.3 Online Evaluation - Interleaved Ranking 
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3.3 Online Evaluation – Results 

Online Evaluation was done for 2 months, by 41 users.
7997 individual queries were observed, of which 6534 received a click.

For each query, when more results from original ranking were clicked, the original 
ranking received a 'vote'. Otherwise the personalized ranking got a vote.

All 3 personalization strategies 'won' over
default Google ranking, with MaxNDCG 
being the most clicked.

Table 8 shows how many of the clicked personalized results were changed in rank.

About 70% of the clicked personalized results
had the same rank as before. 
20% had a higher rank and 10% of the clicked 
results had a lower rank than before.

Again MaxNDCG performed best, having the highest change rate (personalization) 
and improving 2.7 times more queries than it harmed.
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3.3 Online Evaluation – Results 

Most of the deteriorated queries only lost 
1 rank and most of the improved gained 
1 rank only as well.

Still there are many queries that gained 
more than 1 rank.

Avg dererioration is about 1.38, avg improvement about 3.5, which indicates that 
gains from personalization are on average more than double the losses.

Finally, most of the re-ranking happens 
after rank 10, having little or no impact 
on the average user.

In summary, MaxNDCG was the most 
effective strategy in both offline and online
Testing. It outperformed previous approaches
and all other strategies from the offline test.
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4.1 Conclusion & Future Work 

The Paper investigated personalized web searching by using long-term user 
interests to re-rank the Top50 results from a search engine.

The described techniques significantly outperformed default Google Ranking and 
also the best previous personalization methods (Teevan,PClick,..)

One key discovery was that web-pages must not be treated as a flat collection of 
terms but rather as structured documents, from which different types of data can 
be extracted.

Future work
- use additional HTML fields
- change span of Browsing History used
- decay weight of older items in History
- consider page visit duration
- ..

Additionally, the extracted user profile could be used for other purposes such as 
personalized ads, suggestion of news, social groups and so on.
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Try it yourself !
Download Firefox add-on 'AlterEgo' from GitHub:

http://github.com/nicolaasmatthijs/AlterEgo

http://github.com/nicolaasmatthijs/AlterEgo

